
J-KICS Guidelines for Submission and Publication
(1) The corresponding author of a manuscript should be an active 
KICS member in the year of submission. 
(2)The manuscript should be original research article, and at the 
submission time, a substantial content of the manuscript should 
not be overlapped with one’s own manuscript already submitted 
or published to other publication(s).
(3)The submission date shall be designated as the date when, 
after manuscript submission through the J-KICS submission and 
editorial system (hereafter, referred to as the system.), the J-KICS 
editorial office (hereafter, referred to as the office.) receives the 
”Request for Submission (RS)“ form and the “Request for 
Publication and Agreement to Copyright Transfer (RP&ACT)“ form 
and confirms the payment deposit for submission fee. (Notice: For 
submission on Saturdays or public holidays, the first subsequent 
weekday shall be considered as the submission date.) The 
payment should be made to [Woori Bank: 133-020392-13-002, 
KICS].
(4) After the manuscript submission and the payment deposit, 
complete and submit the RS form to the office by e-mail 
(journal@kics.or.kr) or fax (+82-2-539-5588).
(5)Manuscript submissions should be made only through the 
system.
  A.Upload the Korean abstract within 600 characters or the 
English abstract within 200 words into the system, and upload the 
manuscript file (including the abstract) in a pdf or hwp format, into 
the system.  
  B. The filename should contain only English alphabets, 
numbers, and/or hyphens, without any author-identifiable 
information, for example 20390212.pdf or ATM.hwp.
(6) All correspondences including the confirmation to submission 
and any editorial decisions and comments will be sent to the 
corresponding author by e-mail. If the corresponding author’s 
information has been changed, the change(s) should be notified 
to the office.
(7) In case of resubmission after the revision, the resubmission 
date will be re-designated as the submission date.
(8) Manuscripts in violation of submission guidelines shall not be 
accepted.
(9) When sending the RS form, complete the RP&ACT form as 
well and send it to the office by e-mail(journal@kics.or.kr) or 
fax(+82-2-539-5588).
(10) For all submission inquiries, refer to the J-KICS website, or 
contact the office by e-mail(journal@kics.or.kr) or 
phone(+82-2-3453-5555).
(11)The manuscript should be organized as follows.
   A. Organize the manuscript in the order of the Korean/English 
title, Korean/English abstract, English keywords, introduction, 
main body, conclusion, appendices, and English references. The 
main body can be subdivided into two or more sections. There is 
no page limit.(In case of the letter paper, please submit your 
paper within 3pages.)(The Korean/English captions for tables and 
figures should be included in the main body. All the additional 
files for tables and figures should be compressed into a single 
file, and then the single file should be uploaded into the system.)
   B. Describe all the contents of tables and figures in English 
and they should be readable on the publication.
   C. Give the reference numbers in brackets of the main body, 
located at the right upper side of each citation (e.g., 
communications[2], networks[2-6], and services[1-2,7].)
   D. Delete all author-identifiable information in the manuscript. 
(The author(s) shall take the responsibility for any disadvantages 
due to the disclosure of any author-identifiable information.)
(12) References should be cited in the main body, and listed in 
English  in the manner shown below. Journal titles and book titles 
should be italicized. The references should include at least one 
paper published in Korean domestic conference proceedings or 
Korean domestic journals.
   A. Journal: name(s) of author(s), “title,” journal title, volume, 
issue, page, month, year.
   B. Book: name(s) of author(s), book title (Ed.), (city:)publisher, 
(page), year.
   C. Conference proceeding: name(s) of author(s), “title,” in 
Proc. conference title, page, city, country, month, year.
   D. Cyber-material: (name), title(year), accessed date(month, 
day, 

   

  year), URL.
(13) Submission for revised manuscript should adhere to the 

followings:
   A. Submit the revised manuscript with the “Response to the Request 
for Revision” form along with the editorial decision and comments, 
which should include item-wise responses to comments and 
corresponding corrections.
   B. Indicate the corrections in the revised manuscript, in red or 
blue.  
   C. Designate the filename of the n-th revised manuscript as 
‘(manuscript no.)_nth revision.(hwp or pdf)' and the filename of the 
response letter as ’(manuscript no.)_nth response.(hwp or pdf)'. 
Upload both the files into the system or send them to the office by 
e-mail. 
   D. In case of not submitting the revised manuscript within the 
deadline, please send the “Reason(s) for Delays” and a possible 
submission date to the editor in charge, and acquire an approval for 
the delayed submission from him/her. In case of not submitting the 
'Reason(s) to Delay' within the deadline, the resubmission shall be 
considered as “withdrawn”.
 (14)The editorial board has full discretion to accept or reject the 
manuscript. The editorial board may require partial revision or 
supplementation from the author(s). 
 (15) Manuscripts in violation of editorial regulations and publicshing 
and Manuscript ethics bylaws shall not be accepted or published. 
(16) When a manuscript has been accepted for publication, all 
author(s) must submit person-wise photos, research interests, and 
brief biographies. The final manuscript should be prepared according 
to the J-KICS publication guideline. (Except the Letter.)
(17) For publication of the accepted manuscript, the first and 
corresponding author(s) should be approved KICS member(s) in the 
year of publication. The final manuscript should include the author 
information as follows. 
   A. In the first page: below the title.
   B. In the last page: in authors’ biographies. (Except the Letter.)
(18) For publication of the accepted manuscript, one of the first or  
corresponding author(s) should pay the publication fee below and 
other expenses. Other expenses will be determined by the editorial 
board. 
(19) The publication fee will be charged to the first or corresponding 
author(s) after the first editing of the final manuscript. 
(20) The journal is published on the last day of each month.
 ※ These guidelines are applied starting from May 8, 2017.

<Calculation of publication fee>

※ The 1st-round reviews for the general, urgent(special), and 
express(Letter) manuscripts shall be completed within two months, 
six weeks, and two weeks, respectively.

※ All submitted manuscripts are blindly peer-reviewed by three 
qualified reviewers. 
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